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Abstract

Background and Objective: Nowadays, getting an efficient Brain Tumor Segmentation in Multi-Sequence

MR images as soon as possible, gives an early clinical diagnosis, treatment and follow-up. The aim of this

study is to develop a new deep learning model for the segmentation of brain tumors. The proposed models

are used to segment the brain tumors of Glioblastomas (with both high and low grade). Glioblastomas have

four properties: different sizes, shapes, contrasts, in addition, Glioblastomas appear anywhere in the brain.

Methods: In this paper, we propose three end-to-end Incremental Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

models for fully automatic Brain Tumor Segmentation. Our proposed models are different from the other

CNNs-based models that follow the technique of trial and error process which does not use any guided

approach to get the suitable hyper-parameters. Moreover, we adopt the technique of Ensemble Learning to

design a more efficient model. For solving the problem of training CNNs model, we propose a new training

strategy which takes into account the most influencing hyper-parameters by bounding and setting a roof to

these hyper-parameters to accelerate the training.

Results: Our experiment results reported on BRATS-2017 dataset. The proposed deep learning models

achieve the state-of-the-art performance without any post-processing operations. Indeed, our models achieve

in average 0.88 Dice score over the complete region. Moreover, the efficient design with the advantage of

GPU implementation, allows our three deep learning models to achieve brain segmentation results in average

20.87 seconds.

Conclusions: The proposed deep learning models are effective for the segmentation of brain tumors and

allow to obtain high accurate results. Moreover, the proposed models could help the physician experts to

reduce the time of diagnostic.

Keywords: Deep learning, Fully automatic, Brain tumor segmentation, Convolutional neural networks,

Training, Hyper-parameters.
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1. Introduction

Brain tumor is a growing abnormal cell in the brain or central spin canal. In USA ([1]), National Brain

Tumor Society estimates that every year 13.000 patients die, and 29.000 patients suffer from primary brain

tumors (i.e. primary tumor is a tumor starts in the brain). In 2007, they expected in UK ([2]), more than

4.200 patients have a brain tumor each year. Thus, the number of experts is insufficient compared to the

number of patients in the world. In addition, if we count also the potentiality of medical mistakes (i.e. false

negatives: diagnostic result indicates that a person does not have a disease, but in fact he has) besides low

survival rates of patients with life-threatening diseases such as Glioblastomas. Glioblastomas affect children

between 5 and 10 years old, and adults between 30 and 40 years old. Moreover, Glioblastomas are the most

frequent primary brain tumors in adults ([3]).

MRI is the investigation tool of choice for the segmentation of brain tumors such as Glioblastomas and

for the evaluation of treatment response ([4]). Usually, an expert radiologist uses MRI technique to generat

a sequence of images (Flair, T1, T1 contrast, T2, ...etc) to identify different regions of tumor. This variety

of images helps radiologists and experts to extract different types of information about the tumor (shape,

volume ...etc). In general, the manual segmentation in MRI is a time-consuming procedure and depends on

skills of each expert ([5];[6];[7]) .

During the last three decades, the problem of brain tumor segmentation has attracted many researchers, in

which the number of huge published papers as noted by ([8]) involving brain tumor segmentation increased

exponentially. In this case, the creating of a smart brain tumor segmentation system has always been a

highly needed option. In addition, instead of wasting time with manual diagnosis by the experts, this smart

segmentation system decreases the needed time for the diagnosis process. This way gives to doctors more

time with their patients in the process of treatment and follow-up. There are many researches that have

been carried out for automating this task of radiologist (i.e. localization and segmentation of the whole

tumor and its sub-regions), these algorithms are classified into two categories ([8]): Generative models ([9]),

these models need a prior knowledge about tumor and its tissue and its appearance, but these models require

recording several parameters about tumor’s features. However, Discriminative models ([10]) directly learn the

characteristics of tumor and how to segment it from manually annotated data (created by radiologists). Some

algorithms need a huge training data such as Deep Learning algorithms. Convolutional Neural Networks

during the ILSVRC 1 have proved that they are a powerful tool for feature detection and extraction. In

2012, this tool led to a big breakthrough in all computer vision tasks. A model based on Convolutional

Neural Networks called AlexNet was developed by ([11]) achieved the best results in image classification.

AlexNet is a bigger model of LeNet5 ([12]) (i.e. AlexNet added more layers than LeNet5) and now the most

1ILSVRC: ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
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successful models on computer vision field are an extended version of the AlexNet model such as ZFNet

([13]), VGGNet ([14]), GoogleLetNet ([15]), RestNet ([16]). CNNs have outperformed several traditional

machine learning algorithms in wide types of computer vision tasks, such as object detection ( [17]; [18]; [19];

[20]).

The aim of this paper is to develop a fully automatic (i.e. without any user-intervention) MRI Brain tumor

segmentation using end-to-end incremental CNNs model. We propose three deep learning models (2CNet,

3CNet, EnsembleNet), 2CNet and 3CNet are End-to-End models, each of which has only one Network from

the input image to the output instead of multiple boxes of treatment (or networks), EnsembleNet is the

aggregation of these two End-to-End deep learning models. In general, the conventional machine learning

approaches require many processing steps, but end-to-end deep learning usually replaces these steps by a

single neural network. We build this end-to-end model incrementally to get the maximum advantage of each

layer before moving on to the next one. These end-to-end deep learning models are applied to Glioblastomas

tumors. With such Glioblastomas tumors that have four unpredictable properties: different sizes, shapes,

contrasts, moreover, these tumors appear anywhere in the brain. Thus, the most suitable machine learning

solution is Convolutional Neural Networks. The biggest challenge that we face is that: Glioblastomas have

four sub-regions ([8]), there are respectively 4 types of intra-tumoral structures: edema, non-enhancing core

and necrotic core, enhancing core, and healthy tissue.

In this paper, our main goal is to propose and develop a new fully automatic method for the segmentation

of Brain tumor. For achieving this goal, our contributions are divided into four fold:

1. We propose an ”Incremental XCNet” algorithm which generates CNNs models, i.e. from a base model (a

limited number of layers) we obtain a deeper and scalable model through our technique of ”Incremental

XCNet”.

2. We propose a new strategy called ”ELOBA λ” to train the CNNs models, in which it takes into account

the most influencing hyper-parameters (Epochs, Learning rate, Optimizer, Batch size). Our training

strategy ”ELOBA λ” bounds and sets a roof to these hyper-parameters to fast the training of the

generated CNNs models.

3. We design End-to-End Incremental deep neural networks called ”EnsembleNet” which combines on

parallel the instances of ”Incremental XCNet” to get the benefits of each model based on a new non-

parametric fusion technique.

4. Our models segments the whole brain in average 20.87 seconds by exploiting the advantage of GPU

implementation. Thus, our models are one order of magnitude faster than the other deep learning

models.

After describing the CNNs pipeline, and the convolution operation, pooling layer, and the classifier, (in

Section 3). We review the state-of-the-art in the field of brain tumor segmentation, machine learning based
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methods, and the current models based on CNNs, (in Section 2). Then, we explain our approach for solving

the problem of brain tumor segmentation and the problem of training CNNs-based models (in Section 4)

and (Section 5) respectively. Finally, the results of our approach are reported and discussed (in Section 6).

Conclusion and perspective described at the end, (in Section 8).

2. Related Work

There are several methods that have been developed for Brain Tumor Detection and Segmentation:

threshold-based methods ([21]; [22]), Region-based methods ([23]; [24]; [25]), Edge-based methods ([26]; [27];

[28]), Atlas-based methods ([29]; [30]; [31]), Classification and Clustering methods ([32]; [33]; [34]; [35]).

These methods are not computationally expensive but they generally produce poor results and need a user

interaction (e.g. region growing) most of the time. Moreover, they need a prior knowledge from experts and

feature engineering. Therefore, these techniques cannot be fully automatic algorithms. As the goal is to

develop a fully automatic method for the segmentation of brain tumors, obviously a new method is needed.

After the breakthrough in 2012 of the AlexNet ([11]) model which is based on the Convolutional Neural

Networks, many CNNs-based approaches from 2014 to the present have proposed for the segmentation of

brain magnetic resonance (MR) images. Furthermore, we have investigated several CNNs architectures which

are implemented for BraTS2 challenge.

Zikic et al. [36] proposed a brain tumor segmentation method based on CNNs. The input of their

algorithm is a (4*19*19) 2D-patch matrix (i.e. four channels: T1, T2, T1c, and Flair). The CNNs network

is used to segment the MRI images to five classes: non-tumor, necrosis, edema, non-enhancing tumor and

enhancing tumor. Their CNNs model is a sequential network contains 5 layers.

Another work used CNNs introduced by Urban et al. [37] for brain tumor segmentation, their approach

is different. They used a sequential 3D-CNNs model, in which the input data are 3D patches of size (9*9*9)

voxels with four channels (i.e. T1, T1c, T2, FLAIR). Moreover, as known in several CNNs models, they

did not use the pooling layers. Also, they used a post-processing step where they removed all regions of

less than 3000 voxels. In addition, this method takes one minute to segment the whole brain using GPU

implementation.

Axel et al. [38] used CNNs for the segmentation of brain images. The input data of the network are

2D patches of size (32*32) pixels. The network is divided into two parallel pathways; the first pathway is

a CNNs architecture (i.e. two Maxout convolutional layers -Maxout is the result of merging two or more

feature maps-), and the second pathway is a fully connected Maxout layer, then these two pathways are

concatenated at the end into a softmax layer. Moreover, this model takes 20 minutes to segment the whole

2BraTS 2017 challenge braintumorsegmentation.org/
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brain using GPU implementation.

Pereira et al. [39] developed a method based on CNNs for brain tumor segmentation. They used two

CNNs architectures for each type of Glioblastomas (i.e., High Grade HGG and Low Grade LGG). Their

algorithms take as inputs 2D patches of size (33*33) pixels with four channels (i.e. four MRI sequences).

The last step implemented in their algorithms is post-processing, they applied a morphological filter to

delete isolated regions. In addition, this model takes 10 minutes to segment the complete brain using GPU

implementation.

Havaei et al. [40] extended the previous work of Axel et al. [38], where their CNNs architecture has

two pathways, each of which takes different 2D patches size with four MR sequences as channels. Moreover,

the output of the first pathway is used as an additional input to the second network. Also, they applied a

post-processing step, which they removed flat blobs near to the skull based on connected components. In

addition, this method takes three minutes to segment the whole brain using GPU implementation .

In this study, we have been motivated by the recent deep learning models especially when the performance

of brain tumor segmentation methods becomes more accurate and the inference time is decreased. The

performance of a model on all tumor regions is measured by various metric evaluations (see section 6.3).

Inference time represents the needed time to make prediction on a new data set, which means the quantity

of operations that needed to execute the model on the platform (device). Thus, for achieving these two

goals (i.e. performance, inference time), we propose different models. First, to reduce inference time,

the sequential CNNs architecture is the best choice. Because the sequential CNNs architecture takes less

time than the parallel CNNs architecture due to losing time during the concatenation period. Based on

this rule, we develop our 2CNet and 3CNet models (see section 4). Second, we have noticed during the

ILSVRC challenge, year after year, that each model outperformed the previews state-of-the-art model, in

which each model used a deeper and bigger model: ALexNet [11] used 8 layers, VGGNet [14] used 19 layers,

GoogleLetNet [15] used 22 layers, RestNet [16] used 152 layers. Moreover, one of the successful ways to

create a deep learning model and improve its performance ([15]) is by increasing the depth (i.e., the number

of layers) and the width (i.e., the number of units per layer). Thus, our algorithm ”Incremental XCNet” (see

section 4.1 ) is created based on these rules, in which it attempts to improve the performance by exploring

the depth response of CNNs model to the test pattern. Third, our models (2CNet, 3CNet, EnsembleNet) do

not use any post-processing step and even the pre-processing we use the minimum as used in many image

processing applications. This way allows the models to be independent of data’s nature and to reduce the

needed time to segment the images. In addition, the most used technique to develop a deep learning model

is: trial and error. This technique depends on creating a deep learning model then train this model, if the

model failed then we develop another model and so on until one of models succeed. However, the algorithm

of ”Incremental XCNet” applies a new technique differs from the conventional CNNs-based models that use
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the technique of trial and error. ”Incremental XCNet” creates and trains the CNNs model at the same time

using a new training strategy called ELOBA λ (see section 5.1). Thus, with this method of ”Incremental

XCNet” we can reduce the development and training time of CNNs models.

3. Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks have been proven to be a powerful tool for feature detection and extraction

in many computer vision tasks. In general, the CNN-based pipeline begins with a fixed-size matrix for

example an input image, in our case (32 * 32) matrix. Additionally, the images have a spatially correlated

nature, in which, the image’s features are distributed across the whole image. So, CNNs have exploited

these properties and added a new layer called convolution. This convolution layer is applied to the input

images (raw pixels). The idea of adding convolution layer before classifier helped to extract useful features

at multiple locations. By stacking many convolution layers (pooling layer can be added alternatively with

convolution), kernels in CNNs play a role of a feature detector. So, by choosing a specific kernel we can

detect a specific feature that we want it. The kernel parameters represent the weights that need to update

to get the most suitable configuration, in another word, the kernel tuned during the training process for

pushing it to respond strongly to a specific feature. This updating operation of weights is often done by

the Back-propagation ([41]) algorithm. Where lower kernels parameters are trained to detect features such

as edges, corners, and higher kernels parameters are trained to detect more complex features or high-level

features such as shapes and object parts. The output of convolution operation called feature map which is

calculated as follows:

Yi = bi +
∑

j

Wij ∗Xj (1)

Where Yi is the ith feature map, bi is a trainable parameter bias, Wij is a trainable parameter weights.

In CNNs models Wij are the kernels parameters. Xj is the input, * is the convolution operator.

Convolution layer reduces the number of dot-product operations by using the property of sparse interac-

tions which is in contrast with the traditional feed forward neural network.

In general, the most activation function used in deep learning models is Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

([42]), it solved the vanishing gradient problem. In addition, ReLU is used for introducing the non-linearity

because convolution is a linear operation:

Fk = Max(0, Z) (2)

Where Z is the input to the neuron k.
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Pooling layer lets the images lose some information, and this leads to reduce the size of feature map,

but this operation makes the images less sensitive and invariant to small translations (resisting to local

translation). MaxPooling operation takes the maximum value of each non-overlapping rectangle (sub-region)

of feature map. MaxPooling (Gij) is computed as follows:

Gij = maxsYi+s,j+s (3)

Where S is the size of sub-region.

The last module in CNNs pipeline is a classifier, usually Multi-layers Perceptron is used.

With this kind of deep learning model appeared several issues like the problem of over-fitting which is fixed

by using regularization techniques such as Dropout ([43]); Dropout ignores some neurons with a probability

during the training phase, this technique allows each neuron to learn several independent representations of

the same data.

4. The proposed brain tumor segmentation method

In this section, we explain our three CNNs models (2CNet, 3CNet, EnsembleNet) for solving the problem

of brain tumor segmentation. The main idea of our CNNs architecture is based on the development of a

generic algorithm, which for each different parameter (the number of convolution layers per bloc), it generates

a different CNNs model. The method of generating CNNs model is based on an incremental technique, in

which we create a base model (each base model called bloc) then we train this bloc using ELOBA λ (see

algorithm 2) until the bloc stops learning new relevant features. At this time we add another bloc depends

on the results (Dice score) then we go back to the beginning and so on until we obtain an efficient model (i.e.

model gives more accurate results). Our algorithm for generating CNNs models called Incremental XCNet

(see algorithm 1) which is different than the other CNNs models. Incremental XCNet merges between

creating and training deep learning model at the same time. After getting trained models we adopt the

technique of Ensemble Learning which is a process of combining several models to obtain a better predictive

performance. In our case, Ensemble Learning aggregates the results of different models (2CNet, 3CNet) to

give us a new model called EnsembleNet which gives more accurate results. We develop each CNNs model

(2CNet, 3CNet) in parallel then at test time we combine the results of these trained CNNs models using a

non-parametric fusion equation (see the equation 4).

Our methods Incremental XCNet (see algorithm 1) and ELOBA λ (see algorithm 2) are different from

the trial-and-error process; in the field of machine learning, trial-and-error process takes a model then try

all possible configurations of hyper-parameters without any guided approach, but our methods and our

experiments suggest to put a roof to each of these hyper-parameters to avoid the combinatorial explosion

problem and more branching in the search space. Using the trial-and-error process leads to getting a
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high complexity and maybe we will not reach to the model that has a high performance. The method

of Incremental XCNet and ELOBA λ belong to the new field of Artificial Intelligence called automated

machine learning ([44], [45]). Automated machine learning attempts to design a new machine learning

model without the intervention of users. In this paper, we propose a method Incremental XCNet with an

optimizer (ELOBA λ) for generating deep learning models with minimal user intervention.

All our models (2CNet and 3CNet) use a technique based on a 2D image patch, in which these models

predict the pixel’s class which is the center of the 2D patch. In addition, after several experiments on the size

of the patch (e.g. patches with 28*28 pixels) that gives the best result, we found that the size (32*32) pixels

works better with our CNNs models. The algorithm of Incremental XCNet takes as an input a (4*32*32)

patch matrix in which the width*height is (32*32) and the number of channels is four: flair, T1, T1c, T2.

The outputs are four different classes: healthy tissue, edema, non-enhancing (solid) core and necrotic (or

fluid-filled) core, enhancing core. Our models (2CNet, 3CNet) are designed and trained from scratch based

on the general rule that is taken from ILSVRC challenge and from ([15]): every time we add more layers,

we will obtain high-performance models. Thus, instead of using kernels with large receptive field, we choose

to use small filters. Small filters (3 * 3) have proved in ([14]) that they keep a lot of information, and at the

same time they reduce the number of operations. Also, we double the number of filters after each pooling

layer, these techniques allow the model to be more deeper in terms of layers. Additionally, detecting a high

level and more complicated features needs more filters than the previews layer.

4.1. Incremental XCNet Algorithm

The main idea of the Incremental XCNet Algorithm is based on adding a new bloc (bloc is a set of

convolution and pooling layers) after each training phase. The algorithm of Incremental XCNet is described

as follows:

The user sets the first base model (first bloc) that will be accumulated using the algorithm 1 Incremental

XCNet. Then, the algorithm 1 in turn generates another larger model automatically based on the first base

model. For example, the first base model is two convolution (2C) layers and one max-pooling layer (1P),

so the first base model is 2C+1P, after the first iteration of training using the algorithm 2 ELOBA λ, the

algorithm 1 will add another two convolution layers and one max-pooling layer to the first base model, so

the model will become 2C+1P+2C+1P, and so on for the next iterations.

The algorithm of Incremental XCNet is related with the algorithm of ElOBA λ (algorithm 2), in which

unlike other CNNs-based models that define the architecture at the beginning then train it. Here, we focus on

creating a CNNs model to give a high predictive performance, and at the same time, designing an optimized

architecture in terms of layers. For achieving these goals, we follow a simple technique: in Algorithm 1:line 1

we create a base model (bloc) with a number of convolutions, i.e. X is the number of convolution layers and

it is always fixed at the beginning. Then in Algorithm 1:line 2, we train this base model with the algorithm
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Algorithm 1: Incremental XCNet
Data: X: the number of convolution layers, S ∈ {0, 1}: the number of pooling layers, F: the number

of filters, FC: the number of fully connected layers

Result: M: a CNNs trained model

1 Create a bloc (X , S) and FC: M0 ← (X,S) + FC # Creating the first bloc

2 M0 = ELOBA λ ( M0 ) # Run the training using ELOBA λ to Adjust the Network’s weights

3 while (The new added bloc is not null) do

4 Remove FC and freeze all layers of Mi−1(i∈N) : Mi−1(i∈N) ← (X,S)

5 Double the number of filters

6 Adding a new bloc (X , S) and FC: Mi(i∈N) ←Mi−1(i∈N) + (X,S) + FC

7 Mi(i∈N) = ELOBA λ ( Mi(i∈N) )

8 end while

of ELOBA λ, the first execution of (Algorithm 1:line 1 and line 2) from the algorithm Incremental XCNet,

gives M0 = (X,S) + FC, i.e. we have a known number of convolution and pooling layers and a number

of fully connected layers. Then in Algorithm 1:line 4, we remove the fully connected layers (i.e. classifier)

and freeze all layers of the last base model Mi (i.e. the weights inside the layers will not update any more).

Then, in Algorithm 1:line 5 we double the number of filters, i.e. when the number of features is small (and

this number depends on the model’s size) then S=0 (see figure 1 (a) bloc (4)), otherwise S=1. In Algorithm

1:line 6 we add a new bloc and fully connected layers to the last base model. Then in Algorithm 1:line 7, we

continue the training using ELOBA λ, after the first execution of (Algorithm 1:line 6 and line 7) we will get

M1 = M0 + (X,S) + FC, i.e. besides M0 we have a known number of convolution and pooling layers and a

number of fully connected layers.

4.2. Extended Models

For the development of our models, 2CNet (figure 1(a)) and 3CNet (figure 1(b)) are instances of the

algorithm Incremental XCNet. Both models (2CNet and 3CNet respectively) produce complete predicted

images (h and g respectively with size n*n). Then, next step is image fusion, in which we combine these two

images (h and g) to get more accurate result (i.e. the final image). The non-parametric fusion function is

performed using a new equation as follows:

f(i, j) =

 Ih(i,j) if Ih(i,j) = Ig(i,j)

min(Ih(i,j), Ig(i,j)) if Ih(i,j) 6= Ig(i,j)
(4)

where Ih(i,j), (respectively Ig(i,j)) is the intensity of pixel h(i,j) (respectively g(i,j)), in which ∀(i, j) ∈

[1, n]2.
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The combination of Incremental XCNet’s instances (i.e 2CNet and 3CNet) and the fusion operation, gives

us at the end the EnsembleNet (figure 1(c)) model.

In this paper, we propose 3 Deep Learning models 2CNet, 3CNet, and EnsembleNet which aggregates the

segmentation results that are obtained from 2CNet and 3CNet models by using a non-parametric fusion

function. Moreover, the fusion function is used after getting the segmentation results not during the training

time, the reason why we use the fusion function after getting the segmentation results is as follows:

• The fusion of two models (2CNet and 3CNet) in the fully connected layer during the training time

(or testing time) will lead to obtaining a huge model with millions of parameters (weights), which

obviously the model will require in this case a lot of computation power to train, otherwise, it will

take a long time to converge (or to give the prediction results). Thus, the solution is to use the fusion

function after getting the segmentation results to minimize the training and the prediction time.

• Glioblastomas have many connected regions (blobs) with different sizes and shapes, in which some

research (see [37], in the related work section ) propose a fixed threshold (global threshold) operation

as a post-processing to remove these false blobs (i.e. non-tumor region classified as tumor region) which

are generated by a model but this fixed threshold also removes some small tumor regions. Overall, this

fixed threshold could improve the segmentation results, but it is not a good method for patient-specific

(i.e. for each patient), e.g. patient ID = Brats17 2013 13 1 from BraTS 2017 dataset, has 11 tumor

regions inside his 3D MR volume ( 1 region with 20442 voxels, 7 regions with 1 voxels, 1 region with 2

voxels, 1 region with 4 voxels, 1 region with 32 voxels), if we apply a fixed threshold = 3000 voxels as

used in [37], we will get only the first region. Thus, to address this issue of false blobs automatically

we propose in this paper a non-parametric fusion function that aggregates predicted pixels that are

true (tumor regions) with a high rate from other deep learning models 2CNet and 3CNet.
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a) 2CNet b) 3CNet

c) EnsembleNet

Figure 1: Schematic representation of our proposed CNNs architectures. (a) is the architecture of 2CNet, (b) is the architecture

of 3CNet, (c) is the architecture of EnsembleNet. The symbols used inside the boxes indicate: Conv: convolution, #@: is the

number of filters, Relu: is the non-linear function Relu, #*#: is the size of filter (or the size of sub-window in the case of

pooling), S: stride, FC: fully connected layer.
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5. The proposed training strategy

During the investigation of all methods that are used for the training of deep learning models, we noticed

that there is no a specific method for the training of CNNs models. The users have many choices (i.e. hyper-

parameters) that should be selected before creating the CNNs model with no guarantee that this CNNs

model will succeed or fail. In addition, the used training method is not usually completely described. They

use different hyper-parameters (i.e. the number of epochs, batch size, learning rate, optimizer...etc) for each

CNNs model. For these reasons, we propose a new strategy to unify the training method of CNNs models

that will be called: ELOBA λ (E: Epochs, L: Learning rate, O: Optimizer, B: Batch size, A: Architecture,

λ is the number of epochs). ELOBA λ is used for training our 2CNet and 3CNet models.

5.1. ELOBA λ Algorithm

The algorithm of ELOBA λ (algorithm 2) takes into account the most influencing hyper-parameters (i.e.

Epochs, Batch size, Learning rate, Optimizer). We create a base model architecture by algorithm 1, then

we train (algorithm 2:line 5) this base model. Next step (algorithm 2:line 6) is calculating a Dice coefficient

(see section 6.3), we mention that the Dice coefficient in the first execution is initialized to 0. If we get a

better Dice score than the last iteration (algorithm 2:line 7), then we save the model (algorithm 2:line 9)

and continue the training for another λ epochs. If we get a worse Dice score than the last iteration, then

we back to the hyper-parameters: we increase the Batch size (algorithm 2:line 4) then continue the training

for λ epochs and so on until the Batch size becomes greater than bs max. In the same way, we decrease the

Learning rate (algorithm 2:line 3) and continue the training. When the Learning rate becomes very small less

than r min (i.e. because small steps need a lot of time to converge), then we should change the optimizer3

to another one (e.g. RMSprop, SGD) (algorithm 2:line 2) and initialize the Learning rate (algorithm 2:line

3) and the Batch size (algorithm 2:line 4) to the first state. The end criteria of the ELOBA λ algorithm is

done when there is no improvement while trying all types of optimizers consecutively (i.e. Adam, RMSprop,

SGD). In this case, we need to change the CNNs architecture which is done using the algorithm 1.

The algorithm of ELOBA λ is described as follows:

3See section 6.4 for further discussion on this point
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Algorithm 2: ELOBA λ

Data: M : an untrained CNNs base model, λ: Epochs, Bs: Batch size ∈ [bs min, bs max], K: a

positive integer , Lr: Learning rate ∈ [r min, r max], R: a positive number, Op: ∈ Optimizer

= {Adam, RMSprop, SGD}

Result: M : a trained CNNs base model

1 for (j = 1 : j ← j+1 : j = 3) do

2 Op = Optimiser (j)

3 for (Lr = r max : Lr ← Lr
R : Lr = r min) do

4 for (Bs = bs min : Bs ← Bs + K : Bs = bs max) do

5 Training(M,λ,Bs, Lr,Op) # Run the back-propagation with the hyper-parameters (λ,

Bs, Lr, Op)

6 Dicet(M) # Compute the Dice coefficient

7 while (Dicet(M) > Dicet−1(M) ) # Where Dicet−1(M) is the Dice coefficient of the

last iteration, in the first execution (Dice0(M)) is equal to 0

8 do

9 Save the model M and its weights

10 Training(M,λ,Bs, Lr,Op)

11 Dicet(M)

12 end while

13 end for

14 end for

15 end for

5.2. ELOBA λ training tree

The main idea of the ELOBA λ Algorithm is based on exploring different search spaces: Optimizers,

Batch size, Learning rate. This way helps to converge more toward the global minimum by trying different

search techniques. In fact, ELOBA λ is used to unify the methods of training and to get the optimal

hyper-parameters (i.e. epochs, batch size, learning rate, optimizer) to deep learning models.

Figure 2 shows the training method of ELOBA λ in order to explore different search spaces. As we can

see, from a base model architecture at the higher-level node (i.e. M) each node (e.g. optimizer = Adam)

after that discovers the range of lower-level nodes (e.g. Learning rate = r max) to the leaf nodes (e.g.

Batch size = bs min). The algorithm of ELOBA λ attempts to find the global minimum by exploring three

search spaces: optimizers, batch size, learning rate. As each path represents a potential hyper-parameter,

so ELOBA λ tests the response of each path in this tree.
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Figure 2: illustration of the training strategy ELOBA λ. Where ”M” is the model architecture, ”Op” is the optimizer, ”Lr” is

the learning rate, ”Bs” is the batch size.

6. Data description and experimental results

6.1. Dataset

We evaluate our experiments on real patient’s data, in which we have got this dataset from the BraTS-

2017. BraTS’s dataset has 210 patient’s brain with high grade (i.e. High Grade HGG) and 75 patient’s

brain with low grade (i.e. Low Grade LGG). Each patient’s brain image comes with 4 MR sequences (i.e.

T1, T1c, T2, flair) and the Ground truth labels (figure 3) (made by experts).

Figure 3: illustration of the four MRI modalities (i.e. four channels) used as inputs to our CNNs-based models (i.e. 2CNet,

3CNet). From left to right: FLAIR, T1, T1c, T2 and the last image is the Ground Truth labels: Healthy tissue (label 0),

Non-enhancing core and necrotic core (label 1), Edema (label 2), Enhancing core (label 4)

6.2. Implementation

For the implementation of our models (2CNet, 3CNet, EnsembleNet), we use Keras 4 and Theano as

a backend. Keras is a high-level open source deep learning library that runs on top of Theano which can

4Keras:https://keras.io/
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benefit from a massive parallel architecture such as GPU 5 to optimize the deep learning models. For the

pre-processing step, we apply the minimum pre-processing as used in many image processing applications.

The normalization of the MRI image intensities is performed as follows:

1. Remove the 1% highest and lowest intensities.

2. Subtract the mean value and divide by the standard deviation in all channels.

3. Select the slices that are greater than 100 pixels representatives of each class among the four classes.

After several experiments to select the best number of pixels representatives, we chose 100 pixels

because it provides the best results (in these slices, tumors appear in their largest size).

For the post processing, we do not have any post-processing step, in other words, the final image is the

predicted image by the EnsembleNet model. Moreover, the training is done on Nvidia Quadro K1200.

6.3. Evaluation

To obtain better and more efficient CNNs models, we put our models under a serie of different tests and

different scenarios: image patch size, different pre-processing, and the number of patches used for training.

For the evaluation of our models tumor segmentation performance, we use the evaluation metrics that used

in BraTS: complete (i.e. necrosis and non-enhancing tumor, edema, enhancing tumor), core (i.e. necrosis

and non-enhancing tumor, enhancing tumor), enhancing (i.e. enhancing tumor), the evaluation metrics are

calculated as follows:

Dice = |P1 ∧ T1|
(|P1| + |T1|)/2 , Sensitivity = |P1 ∧ T1|

|T1| , Specifisity = |P0 ∧ T0|
|T0| , Hausdorff = max

a∈P1
{ min

b∈T1
{ d(a , b) }}

Where ∧ is the logical AND operator, P is the model predictions and T is the ground truth labels. T1

and T0 represent the true lesion area and the remaining normal area respectively. P1 and P0 represent the

predicted lesion area and the predicted to be normal respectively. (|.|) is the number of pixels belonging to

this class. Moreover, ’a’ and ’b’ are points of sets P1 and T1 respectively, and d(a,b) is the distance (e.g. the

Euclidian distance) between point ’a’ and ’b’.

6.4. ELOBA λ hyper-parameters

Based on many experiments, we obtain the following hyper-parameters:

• The optimizer (Op): ”Adam”, at the beginning of the ELOBA λ algorithm, we used ”Adam” [46] as an

optimizer because it is very fast than the other optimizers for converging toward the global minimum.

The other optimizers that we used too: RMSprop and the last one is stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

with Nesterov’s Momentum.

5GPU: Graphics Processing Unit
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• The learning rate (Lr): R= 10−1, R is the decreasing rate used to change the learning rate. r max=

10−3, r min= 10−8, the range [r min, r max] represents the search space (i.e. the space of all possible

solutions) for the optimization algorithms. Thus, based on our experiments, the three chosen optimizers

do not give guaranteed solutions out the range [r min, r max].

• The batch size (Bs): bs min=32, bs max=256, k=32, batch size is the number of training examples

for one forward/backward pass. With the problem of non-convex functions, it is hard to get rid of the

local minima points. Moreover, one of the techniques that influences the optimization of non-convex

functions is the batch size, in which the use of small batch size leads to introduce some noise; this will

helps to escapes from saddle points. And the use of big batch size (more than 256) leads to consume

a lot of memory space. Thus, the best solution is the use of batch size in the range [32-256].

• The number of epochs λ= 20, where according to our experiments:

– The algorithm 2 ”ELOBA λ” gives 20 epochs to each configuration of hyper-parameters. Thus,

the first configuration of hyper-parameters for example, has 20 epochs, after getting a better

result, the successful model will continue for another training with 20 epochs and so on, but if

this model gets a worse Dice score then we update the hyper-parameters for the same model then

we continue the training with the new hyper-parameters and so on. Thus, the algorithm 2 orients

the training phase by testing the results (Dice score of the model) after every 20 epochs.

– One of the biggest problems that we face with Deep Neural Network is the weights initialization.

To address this issue, the algorithm 2 starts the training of a new deep learning model where

the last model has stopped, in other words, the new model benefits from the last model in the

initialization of weights. Thus, the algorithm 2 uses the first model to initialize the larger models.

– The algorithm 2 rewards successful models that show an improvement of the Dice score during

their first 20 epochs, and it also reduces the training phase of models with a low performance.

– Using a high number of epochs with a decreasing rate (Lr/10 ) will lead the learning rate (Lr)

to become infinitesimally small, obviously the model will take a long time to converge, and this

point of weakness is well known in the Adagrad [47] algorithm. Thus, after many experiments we

found that 20 epochs is enough for the new model to obtain a small improvement compared to the

last model because the new model will start the training where the last model has stopped, not

from scratch, if the new model obtains a better result (Dice score) it will get another 20 epochs

with the same hyper-parameters to converge more and to give a better result and so on (see the

algorithm 2 ”ELOBA λ”, line 7 to line 12)
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6.5. Results

In this section, we evaluate our models on a public dataset 2017 of BraTS. We show the results of our 3

models with the state-of-the-art models measuring both the segmentation performance and the inference time

using three described metrics (see section 6.3). Unlike other CNNs-based models, our sequential architectures

2CNet, 3CNet have deep architectures which help to extract relevant and very high-level features. Moreover,

EnsembleNet also takes the advantage of these deep architectures to build a parallel architecture that brings

together the most important features of the same subject. Thanks to the ELOBA λ training strategy that

uses a simple and practical idea based on the use of many optimizers over a bounded range of training space

instead of using one optimizer as used in the conventional CNNs models.

The EnsembleNet’s outputs are the ”valid” pixels or pixels that are true with a high rate from both

architectures 2CNet and 3CNet. Moreover, we have tested many non-parametric fusion functions, and

the non-parametric function that gives more accurate results is described in Section 4. Overall, our non-

parametric fusion function (see the equation 4) increases the Dice score over the complete region but at

the same time it gives results less accurate over the core and the enhancing regions due to the fact that

after getting the segmentation results by 2CNet and 3CNet, EnsembleNet model aggregates the results of

2CNet and 3CNets models using a non-parametric fusion function, this fusion function does not take any

prior knowledge or any priority for any region in the predicted image, empirically this fusion function has

improved the complete region compared to other regions because:

• The complete region holds all the other regions (core, enhancing). Thus, any improvement of any

region will remains under the complete region and it will be also counted for the complete region.

• BraTS dataset is an unbalanced dataset, in which 98% of data are healthy tissue with label 0 and 1.1%

of data are Edema with label 2 . In addition, it is well known that the healthy tissue class (label 0)

and the edema class (label 2) do not belong to core or enhancing regions. Thus, any improvement of

class two will be counted for the complete region.

• The Minimum function of the equation 4 updates any confusion between labels of the same pixel to the

label that has the minimum value, which obviously the zero is the minimum value between all labels.

• The EnsembleNet model has been influenced toward the classes that have minority of existence in the

dataset because the 4 classes are not equivalent in any subject (input MRI image). In addition, the

class zero (healthy tissue) and the class two (edema) always win when there is a confusion of the same

pixel.

Table 1 illustrates the results of the segmentation performance of different methods based on CNNs. As

we can see, our models (2CNet, 3CNet, EnsembleNet) improved the Dice score compared to the state-of-the-

art models such as the models of [36], [38], and [39]. Moreover, EnsembleNet outperforms the method of [40],
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and [37] in terms of Dice score and it obtains competitive results on other evaluation metrics (Specificity,

Sensitivity). Our three models are also evaluated on the Hausdorff distance metric, it can be observed that

our models achieve good results (i.e. 13 mm to 20 mm), in which the Hausdorff distance: [14.62 mm - 17.59

mm], [17.40 mm - 20.25 mm], [12.04 mm - 16.39 mm] for whole tumor, tumor core, enhancing tumor core

respectively. Based on the comparison of EnsembleNet with the state-of-the-art models, EnsembleNet gives

the highest Dice score.

Table 1: Segmentation results of our three proposed models which are noted by adding ”*” to the architecture’s name with

the state-of-the-art CNNS methods. WT, TC, ET denote Whole Tumor (complete), Tumor Core, Enhancing Tumor core

respectively. Fields with (- , -/-) are not mentioned (given with a specific number) in the published work.

Methods Dice Specificity Sensitivity Hausdorff

WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET WT TC ET

2CNet* 0.88 0.80 0.83 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.88 0.86 0.78 17.59 20.25 16.39

3CNet* 0.87 0.81 0.83 0.74 0.78 0.80 0.89 0.84 0.74 16.86 18,99 13.67

EnsembleNet* 0.89 0.76 0.81 0.74 0.77 0.78 0.82 0.82 0.69 14.62 17.40 12.94

Zikic et al. [36] 0.84 0.74 0.69 - - - - - - - - -

Urban et al. [37] 0.88 0.83 0.72 - - - - - - - - -

Axel et al. [38] 0.79 0.68 0.57 - - - 0.79 0.67 0.63 - - -

Pereira et al.

[39]

0.87 0.73 0.68 - - - 0.86 0.77 0.70 - - -

Havaei et al.

[40]

0.88 0.79 0.73 0.89 0.79 0.68 0.87 0.79 0.80 -/- -/- -/-

Figure 5 shows the pixel classification results obtained by 2CNet, 3CNet, EnsembleNet for the four MRI

modalities in Figure 4. As we can see our CNNs models detect the tumor region and its three subregions:

Red: necrosis and non-enhancing tumor, Green: edema, Yellow: enhancing tumor. This representative

segmentation gives very promising results, in which we can improve it more in the future by adding more

post-processing operations.

Figure 6 shows examples of the segmentation results for proving the utility of using non-parametric

fusion function. As we can see 2CNet, 3CNet models detect many regions as tumor regions, in addition

these models also generates small regions with different sizes which are classfied as tumor regions (red

circles). To address this issue, we use a simple but effective method called non-parametric fusion function,

by using this fusion function we are able to detect which region of these regions are actually tumor regions.

Non-parametric fusion function acts as a voting function which elects only the tumor region with a high

probability. EnsembleNet model (right column) aggregates the segmentation results of 2CNet and 3CNet
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Figure 4: The four MRI modalities of a patient with Glioblastomas disease used as inputs to our CNN-based models. From left

to right: Flair, T1, T1c, T2, GT (ground truth labels). The color is used to indicate to each region of the tumors: necrosis

and non-enhancing tumor, edema, enhancing tumor, everything else (healthy tissue).

Figure 5: Visualization results of the pixels classification obtained by our CNNs models: 2CNet, 3CNet, EnsembleNet respec-

tively.

models using this fusion function, as it can be observed that EnsembleNet detects only the tumor regions

(blue circles) that are predicted by 2CNet and 3CNet in the first stage.

After the training phase, it comes the production phase where the trained model is used to infer/predict

a new data. for benchmarking the models, inference time is used, i.e. as we said before inference time

represents the needed time to make prediction on a new data. Thus, to deploy deep learning on a large scale,

it is necessary to improve the deep learning inference time. EnsembleNet is the fastest method among all

other CNNs-based models based on the inference time (see Table 2).

Table 2 presents a comparison of our models (2CNet, 3CNet and EnsembleNet) with the state-of-the-art

CNNs models. We notice that our CNNs models (2CNet, 3CNet, EnsembleNet) outperform all the CNNs

models cited in the table in terms of inference time (21.39, 19.7, 21.49 respectively), in which the time is

decreased (21.49 seconds, almost eight times faster) compared to the state-of-the-art model of [40] (three

minutes), and about three times faster than [37]. Furthermore, we cannot compare our models with the

model of [36] because it is not mentioned in the published work. Moreover, we mention that each model in

the table 2 uses a different GPU architecture with the exception of our models, in which we use the same

GPU.
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Figure 6: Examples of the segmentation results on the BRATS 2017 dataset to show the utility of using non-parametric

fusion funcion. Each row represents segmentation results of a different slice from the axial view. The first and second row

for the 42th and 77th slice of Subject ”Brats17 2013 10 1”. The third and fourth row for the 50th and 80th slice of Subject

”Brats17 CBICA ABM 1”. From left to right: Flair, T1, T1c, T2, segmentation results of 2CNet, segmentation results of

3CNet, segmentation results of EnsembleNet. Red circle: non-tumor classified as tumor, blue circle: tumor regions.
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Table 2: evaluation results of the state-of-the-art CNNs methods with our 3 proposed models which are noted by adding ”*”

to the architecture’s name.

Methods Inference time (seconds) (architecture)

2CNet* 21.39 (GPU)

3CNet* 19.72 (GPU)

EnsembleNet* 21.49 (GPU)

Zikic et al. [36] - (-)

Urban et al. [37] 60 (GPU)

Axel et al. [38] 1200 (GPU)

Pereira et al. [39] 600 (GPU)

Havaei et al. [40] 180 (GPU)

7. Discussion

In this study, by using the algorithm 1 and algorithm 2, we developed different prediction models (2CNet,

3CNet, EnsembleNet) from the previous prediction models ([40], [37]). The model of [40] used an architecture

based on deep neural networks in which this model exploits the local and the global features of the patches

using two pathways. By using these two pathways in a CNNs model, their model leads to losing time

during the first and second stages of fusion. However, our model EnsembleNet uses the parallel architecture

technique but without losing time, in which EnsembleNet is the main process and it has 2 threads (2CNet,

3CNet) which run in parallel, and each model computes a different predicted image for the same subject

(input image), then we aggregate these two images (image for each model) by using a non-parametric fusion

function. Thus, the timing required by EnsembleNet is the maximum between the timing required by 2CNet

(21.39 seconds) and the timing required by 3CNet (19.72 seconds) then we add the maximum to the timing

required by the non-parametric fusion function (0.1 seconds). Thus, the timing required by EnsembleNet is

21.49 (21.39 + 0.1) seconds. Moreover, EnsembleNet needs only 21.49 seconds to segment the whole tumor

and its subregions (see Table 2).

The development of 3D-CNNs model as used in [37], leads to getting a huge model that is hard to train

it (i.e. during training, they need to compute the gradient for each 3D filter per pass), and it uses too much

memory and a massive computing. In addition, this model needs 40 hours for training as they declared.

While our model 2CNet (see section 4) reached the same complete Dice score with 2D patches instead of 3D

patches.

Moreover, the use of specific operations in the preprocessing step: N4ITK bias correction [48] as used

in ([40], [37] ), and the use the post-processing step: removing flat blobs near the skull based on connected

components as used in the model of [40], leads to obtaining models depend significantly on the nature of data.
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Thus, the performance and the efficient of these models are also based and depend on the pre-processing

and on post-processing stages. However, by using the algorithm of Incremental XCnet (algorithm 1) and the

algorithm of training ELOBA λ (algorithm 2), our model EnsembleNet uses the valid pixel-wise classification

with a high rate from other models (2CNet, 3CNet) to predict the new image. Thus, the technique of valid

pixel with a high rate replaces the operation of post-processing inside the algorithm without the need to use

more operations after the obtaining of predicted image.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed three fully automatic methods (2CNet, 3CNet, EnsembleNet) for the segmen-

tation of brain tumors using Deep Convolutional Neural Networks, in which we adopted the technique of

ensemble learning with the power of CNNs, and the result is a new model we termed it as ”EnsembleNet”.

The advantage of these three models: (i) these models are new incremental architectures; from a base model

that is fed into our training strategy ELOBA λ, we obtain a deeper model with a high performance. (ii)

EnsembleNet takes the advantage of parallel architecture without losing time; 2CNet and 3CNet extract

features at the same time from the same Glioblastomas MRI image then EnsembleNet aggregates the results

of both models (2CNet and 3CNet) to get more accurate result. (iii) optimized architectures; Incremental

XCNet algorithm allows our models to get the suitable architecture in terms of layers. (iv) these three

models are end-to-end deep learning approaches, and fully automatic.

In addition, we developed a new training strategy ELOBA λ. First, ELOBA λ proved itself as an effective

strategy and a simple method, in which it is the first strategy to our knowledge, shows how to train a CNNs

model. Second, our training strategy ELOBA λ is created for giving us the exact time when we should

change the model’s architecture. Finally, ELOBA λ is a dynamic and adaptable method, in which we can

change all the hyper-parameters (i.e. the number of epochs, learning rate, batch size, optimizers) based on

the workstation computing power and the architecture’s size.

The most important part is that 2CNet, 3CNet, EnsembleNet models have achieved high accurate results:

0.88, 0.87, 0.89 Dice score respectively over the complete region, moreover, these models improved the evalu-

ation metrics compared to the state-of-the-art, from the first side and from the other side the efficient design

with the advantage of GPU implementation, allows our three deep learning models to segment the whole

brain and save the patient’s life in average 20.87 seconds. Thus, with these three models, we outperformed

most state-of-the-art models in terms of accuracy and speed. As a perspective of this research, we intend to

further investigate the ELOBA λ strategy, we will do more experiments on the other hyper-parameters. On

the other hand, we will try other techniques of image fusion for combining several CNNs models. Moreover,

we would like to see the effect of changing the outputs of 2Cnet and 3CNet models for different segmentation

objective, i.e. changing the models from multi-classification to binary classification then retrain these models
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again with 2 outputs instead of 4 outputs.
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